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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a new statistical model order reduction
technique called SSMOR method, that is suitable for considering
both intra-die and inter-die process variations. The SSMOR gener-
ates order reduced variational models from the original variational
circuits. The reduced model can be used for fast statistical per-
formance analysis of interconnect circuits with variational power
sources. The SSMOR uses statistical spectrum method to com-
pute the variational moments and Monte Carlo sampling method
via modified Krylov subspace reduction method to generate the
variational reduced models. Experimental results show that ex-
plicit moment matching is not suitable for variational analysis and
Krylov subspace projection method is more reliable. The proposed
method can deliver about 100X speedup over the pure Monte Carlo
based projection-based reduction method with less than 1% of er-
rors for both means and variances in statistical transient analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
The process-induced variability has huge impacts on the circuit per-
formance in the sub-100nm VLSI technologies [11, 10]. Process
variational impacts on the interconnect circuit performance have to
be assessed in the various VLSI design steps to ensure robust circuit
design.

Statistical modeling of RLC interconnects, which are typically treated
as linear time-invariant (LTI) dynamic systems, has been studied in-
tensively in the past and many research works have been reported
so far [2, 4, 7, 6, 9, 13]. Fundamentally, the most common ap-
proach to statistical modeling and simulation is Monte Carlo based
sampling method, which is the most flexible and trusted method.
However, its high computing costs render its applications limited
to very small circuits.

Statistical modeling methods of interconnects based on the extracted
parameters/variables were proposed in [7, 2, 6]. The idea is to treat
the variational variables as the global variables (parameters) of the
circuits. The original circuits then can be represented by matrix
polynomial forms in terms of those variables. Thus, the traditional
model order reduction methods are applied to the coefficient ma-
trices of the polynomials. Those methods are more suitable for
the inter-die variations as they can be treated as the global vari-
ables. Interval-valued statistical modeling and model order reduc-
tion methods have been proposed recently [9, 8]. The idea is to
approximate the variations as a finite interval and uses the inter-
val arithmetic to generate the order reduced models in terms of
variational poles/residues and order reduced circuit matrices with
interval valued parameters. Interval methods in general suffer the
over-pessimism problem in spite of the recent improvement by us-
ing affine interval arithmetic. Also, the errors are accumulated with
the arithmetic operations. Therefore, in [8], it was applied only to
tree-like circuits, where solving the circuits can be done with very
few numerical operations by topology tracing.
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Another approach to the statistical modeling and simulation of in-
terconnect circuits is by means of statistical spectrum analysis [5,
13, 4], where statistical variations are presented by orthogonal poly-
nomials. One only needs to solve for the coefficients of the poly-
nomials deterministically in order to compute the variations of the
responses or performance metrics. The major benefit of this method
is its compatibility with current transient simulation framework: it
requires to solve for some coefficients of the orthogonal polynomi-
als, which can be done using normal transient simulations of the
original circuits with deterministic inputs, to compute variances of
node responses. Ghanta [4] applied the statistical spectrum method
to compute the time delays based on the frequency domain moment
methods.

In this paper, we propose a new statistical spectrum based method,
called Statistical Spectrum Model Order Reduction (SSMOR), to
generate the order reduced variational models, which in turn can
be used to compute the variational responses and performance ma-
trices with given variational inputs. The variational models can be
applied to fast statistical simulations of many interconnect circuits
under various variations (both inter-die and intra-die). Our contri-
bution is a new statistical model order reduction technique, which
consists of the statistical spectrum method, the Krylov subspace
based model order reduction technique, and Monte Carlo sampling
method to generate order reduced variational models. The SS-
MOR follows a similar reduction flow proposed previously [8].
However, SSMOR uses the statistical spectrum method to com-
pute the variational moments, which will not suffer the problems
of over-pessimism and the operation-dependent accuracy loss of
the interval-valued method. After variational moments are gener-
ated, a Monte Carlo sampling method is applied by using a modi-
fied Krylov subspace reduction method to generate the variational
order reduced models. Since Monte Carlo only operates on the or-
der reduced space (namely, a few moments), its high computing
costs diminish.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
statistical modeling problem we try to solve. Section 3 reviews
the orthogonal polynomial chaos based stochastic simulation meth-
ods. Section 4 presents our new statistical model order reduction
method. Section 5 presents the experimental results and Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. PROBLEM FORMATION
Considering the following state equation for a given RLC intercon-
nect circuit using Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) formulation:

Gv(t)+C
dv(t)

dt
= Bu(t) (1)

where G ∈ Rn×n is the conductance matrix, C ∈ Rn×n the matrix
resulting from storage elements. v(t) is the vector of time-varying
node voltages and branch currents of voltage sources. u(t) is the
vector of independent power sources, and B is the input selector
matrix.
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The G and C matrices and input currents u(t) depend on the cir-
cuit parameters, such as metal wire width, length, thickness on in-
terconnects, and transistor parameters, like channel length, width,
gate oxide thickness, etc. In this paper, all the circuit parameter
variations are treated as uncorrelated Gaussian random variables as
in [5] to model the intra-die variations. The spatial correlations can
be removed by using a new set of independent random variables
via orthogonal transformation methods, such as principal compo-
nent analysis or Karhunen-Loeve expansion [3].

In this paper, we assume there are a number of independent (un-
correlated) transformed ortho-normal random Gaussian variables
ξi(θ), i = 1, ...,n, which actually model the channel length and the
device threshold voltage variations. Let Θ denote the process sam-
pling space. Let θ ∈ Θ, ξi : θ → R denote a normalized Gaussian
variable and ξ(θ) = [ξ1(θ), ...,ξn(θ)] is a vector of n independent
Gaussian variables. So the matrices G and C are functions of ξ,
G(ξ) and C(ξ). The (1) becomes

G(ξ)v(t)+C(ξ)
dv(t)

dt
= Bu(t) (2)

Note that input u(t) is also subject to variations. But here we focus
on the variations of the interconnects for the sake of modeling. The
problem we try to solve is to produce a variational order reduced
system in terms of Ĝ ∈ Rk×k and Ĉ ∈ Rk×k, where k << n,

Ĝv(t)+Ĉ
dv(t)

dt
= B̂u(t) (3)

where Ĝ and Ĉ have variational matrix elements, which can be
treated as uncorrelated. The reduced models can be used with
Monte Carlo method to compute the variational responses of in-
terconnects like power grid and clock networks, due to variational
input sources.

The reduced system can also be represented in terms of variational
pole/residue forms, when transfer functions are computed for fast
transient waveform computation by using the recursive convolution
method.

3. STATISTICAL SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
In this section, we briefly review the statistical spectrum or orthog-
onal polynomial chaos (PC) based stochastic simulation methods.

3.1 Concept of Hermite Polynomial Chaos
In the following, a random variable ξ(θ) is expressed as a function
of θ, which is the random event. Hermite PC utilizes a series of
orthogonal polynomials (with respect to the Gaussian distribution)
to facilitate stochastic analysis [14]. These polynomials are used as
orthogonal basis to decompose a random process in a similar way
that sine and cosine functions are used to decompose a periodic
signal in a Fourier series expansion.

For a random variable v(t,ξ) with limited variance, where ξ =
[ξ1,ξ2, ...ξn] is a vector of zero mean ortho-normal Gaussian ran-
dom variables. The random variable can be approximated by trun-
cated Hermite PC expansion as follows: [3]:

v(t,ξ) =
P

∑
k=0

akHn
k (ξ) (4)

where n is the number of independent random variables, Hn
k (ξ) is

n-dimensional Hermite polynomials and ak are the deterministic
coefficients. The number of terms P is given

P =
p

∑
k=0

(n−1+k)!
k!(n−1)!

(5)

where p is the order of the Hermite PC. If only one random vari-
able is considered, the one-dimensional Hermite polynomials are

expressed as follows:

H1
0 (ξ) = 1,H1

1 (ξ) = ξ,H1
2 (ξ) = ξ2 −1,H1

3 (ξ) = ξ3 −3ξ, ... (6)

Hermite polynomials are orthogonal with respect to Gaussian weighted
expectation (the superscript n is dropped for simple notation):

< Hi(ξ),Hj(ξ) >=< H2
i (ξ) > δi j (7)

where δi j is the Kronecker delta and < ∗,∗> denotes an inner prod-
uct defined as follow:

< f (ξ,g(ξ) >=
1√

(2π)n

Z
f (ξ)g(ξ)e−

1
2 ξT ξdξ (8)

Like Fourier series, the coefficient ak can be found by a projection
operation onto the Hermite PC basis:

ak(t) =
< v(t,ξ),Hk(ξ) >

< H2
k (ξ) >

, ∀k ∈ {0, ...,P}. (9)

3.2 Simulation Approach Based on Hermite
PCs

In case that v(t,ξ) is unknown random variable vector (with un-
known distributions) like node voltages in (1), then the coefficients
can be computed by using Galerkin method, which states that the
best approximation of v(t,ξ) is obtained when the error, ∆(t,ξ), is
defined as

∆(t,ξ) = Gv(t)+C
dv(t)

dt
− I(t,ξ(θ)) (10)

is orthogonal to the approximation. That is

< ∆(t,ξ),Hk(ξ) >= 0, i = 0,1, ...,P (11)

In this way, we transform the stochastic analysis process into a de-
terministic form, where we only need to compute the coefficients
of its Hermite PC. Once we obtain those coefficients, the mean and
variance of the random variables can be easily computed as shown
later in the section.

For illustration purpose, considering one Gaussian variable ξ =
[ξ1], we assume that the node voltage response can be written as
a second order (p = 2) Hermite PC:

v(t,ξ) = v0(t)+v1(t)ξ1 +v2(t)(ξ2
1 −1) (12)

Assuming that the input leakage current sources can also be repre-
sented by a second Hermite PC:

I(t,ξ) = I0(t)+ I1(t)ξ1 + I2(t)(ξ2
1 −1) (13)

By applying the Galerkin equation (11) and note that orthogonal
property of the various order of Hermite PCs, we end up with the
following three equations: (where i = 0,1,2)

Gvi(t)+C
dvi(t)

dt
= Ii(t) (14)

For two independent Gaussian variables, we have

v(t,ξ) = v0(t)+v1(t)ξ1 +v2(t)ξ2 +v3(t)(ξ2
1 −1)+

v4(t)(ξ2
2 −1)+v5(ξ1ξ2) (15)

Assuming that we have a similar second order Hermite PC for input
leakage current I(t,ξ),

I(t,ξ) = I0(t)+ I1(t)ξ1 + I2(t)ξ2 + I3(t)(ξ2
1 −1)+

I4(t)(ξ2
2 −1)+ I5(ξ1ξ2) (16)

The (14) is still valid but with i = 0, ...,5. For more (more than two)
Gaussian variables, we can obtained the similar results (with more
coefficients of Hermite PCs to solve by using (14).
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Once we obtain the Hermite PC of v(t,ξ), we can obtain the mean
and variance of v(t,ξ) trivially as (one Gaussian variable case):

E(v(t,ξ)) = v0(t)

Var(v(t,ξ)) = v2
1(t)Var(ξ1)+v2

2(t)Var(ξ2
1 −1)

= v2
1(t)+2v2

2(t) (17)

In the following section, we will show how to apply the statisti-
cal spectrum method to compute the variational circuit moments,
which in turn are used to generate the variational reduced models
via Krylov subspace reduction methods.

4. STATISTICAL SPECTRUM MODEL OR-
DER REDUCTION (SSMOR)

In this section, we first present our modified Krylov subspace model
order reduction framework, which is suitable for variational mod-
eling. Then we present the new variational moment computation
method.

4.1 Modified Krylov Subspace Model Order
Reduction

Krylov subspace based MOR method is to project the original cir-
cuit states into the dimension-reduced Krylov subspace of the cir-
cuit states. The Krylov subspace essentially is spanned by the dom-
inant moment vectors of circuit transfer function. For a state space
equation of an RLC circuit in (2), Krylov subspace is defined as

Kq(A,b) = span{b,Ab,A2b, ...,Aqb}, (18)

where A = G−1C and b = G−1B and q is some given positive inte-
ger. Note that Aib is the i block moment defined as

mi = Aib = (−G−1C)iG−1B, (19)

of the circuit state transfer function defined as H(s) = (G+Cs)−1B.
The block moment mi can be directly computed in a recursive way

m0 = G−1B;
m1 = −G−1Cm0;
· · ·
mi = −G−1Cmi−1; for i > 0,

(20)

One way to build the reduced model is by means of Pade approxi-
mation, which computes the poles/resides of the transfer functions
by using the moment information directly, as shown in the clas-
sic AWE method [12]. However, this explicit moment matching
method is not numerical stable for computing higher order mod-
els. Also, we will show in the experimental section that AWE-like
method is not suitable for variational analysis, as the method is very
sensitive to the variational changes. In other words, a small param-
eter change can lead to dramatic pole and residue value change,
which makes the reduced models useless.

In our approach, we propose a modified Krylov subspace projection
based MOR method to generate the reduced models. Specifically,
we first define the moment matrix M as

M = [m0,m1, ...,mq−1] (21)

The standard Krylov subspace projection method is to orthonor-
malize the vectors in M in order to generate a projection matrix
V with the same dimension. Numerical methods like Arnoldi and
Lanczos methods are typically used for the orthonormalization pro-
cess, where the moment vectors are orthonormalized immediately
after generation against all the previously-generated moment vec-
tors.

Such orthonormalization process, however, is not suitable for our
variational modeling process, as it is difficult to pass the varia-
tional information through the orthonormalization process using
the aforementioned statistical spectrum method. Instead, we only

compute all variational moments first by statistical spectrum method.
After all the block moments and its variations are computed, we
switch to the Monte Carlo sampling method to generate the vari-
ational reduced models. In each sampling run, we orthonormal-
ize moment vectors in M using Gram-Schmidt or modified Gram-
Schmidt orthonormalization algorithms to compute projection ma-
trix V . Once the projection matrix V is obtained, the original circuit
matrix G and C are reduced to dimension-reduced matrices by con-
gruence transformation:

Ĝ = V T GV ; Ĉ = V TCV ; B̂ = V T B (22)

Due to the nature of congruence transformation, the reduction pro-
cess guarantees the passivity of all the reduced models. To compute
the poles and residues, we can further perform eigen-decomposition
of Ĝ−1Ĉ

Ĝ−1Ĉ = SΛS−1

where Λ = diag(λ1,λ2, ...λi), which are the reciprocals of the dom-
inant poles.

To find the residues, we solve for w in Ĝw = V T B. Then the
residues are simply the multiplications of STV T B and S−1w. Note
that when we generate the variational reduced models using Monte-
Carlo method, we need to consider the variations in both moments
(thus the projection matrix) and the original G and C matrices in
state equations. Although those variational in some sense are cor-
related, but we still treat them as uncorrelated during the Monte
Carlo sampling to simplify the modeling process.

4.2 The New Statistical Model Order Reduc-
tion Flow

The proposed statistical model order reduction flow, SSMOR, is
shown in the left hand side of Fig. 1. As comparison, we also show
the pure Monte Carlo based MOR approach using the traditional
Krylov subspace projection MOR method. In the new flow, we
use statistical spectrum method to compute the variational moments
first. After this, we switch to the Monte Carlo sampling method
to generate the variational reduced models by using the modified
Krylov subspace method. The samplings are done based on the
computed means and variances for each moments using Gaussian
distributions. Since the Monte Carlo method works on the reduced
models, we gain significant speedup over the pure Monte Carlo
MOR method.

Compute poles/residues

    Orthonormalization

Congruence transformation

  Solve for variational moments

              MNA

Monte Carlo−based

     Decompose G,C into 
   Hermite Polynomials

       Add variation into netlist

Solve for moments

Orthonomalization

Compute poles/residues

Congruence transformation

Monte Carlo 

Setup variational moment
             equations

Hermite−based

    Given variance of G,C

   based  MOR            MOR

Monte Carlo sampling

Statistical Spectrum

Figure 1: Flowchart of Statistical Spectrum and Monte Carlo
Algorithms

4.3 Statistical Moment Computation
4.3.1 One Random Variable
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In this case, the variational G and C matrices become

G = g0 +g1ξ ; C = c0 +c1ξ (23)

where, ξ is the random variable with Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and standard deviation 1, i.e. ξ ∼ N(0,1). In addition,
(g0,g1) and (c0,c1) denote the mean and variance of G and C, re-
spectively.

The Hermite polynomial expansion utilizes a series of orthogonal
polynomials with respect to Gaussian distribution. These polyno-
mials are treated as an orthogonal basis to decompose a random
process. We choose second-order Hermite polynomial to represent
the statistical process here, as Hermite polynomial has exponential
error convergence [3]. In some cases, first order Hermite polyno-
mial is sufficiently accurate, which can significantly simplify the
moment computation process, as it will be shown in the case of
multiple random variables later.

As we know, the basis of Hermite polynomial at the order of two
is defined as [1, ξ, ξ2 −1]T . Thus, the zero moment of a given RC
circuit can be decomposed as:

m0 = [am0,am1,am2][1,ξ,ξ2 −1]T (24)

Similarly, the (2q)th moment and (2q-1)th moment can be decom-
posed as

m2q = [a0,a1,a2][1,ξ,ξ2 −1]T ; m2q−1 = [b0,b1,b2][1,ξ,ξ2 −1]T

where, [am0,am1,am2], [a0,a1,a2], and [b0,b1,b2] are coefficients
with respect to the Hermite polynomial basis.

Applying the principals of orthogonality, or so-called Galerkin method,
in Hermite polynomials, we have

< �p,1 >= 0;< �p,ξ >= 0;< �p,ξ2 −1 >= 0

where <,> denotes the inner product, and �p is the truncation
error caused by Hermite polynomial expansion. As a result, the
zero moment can be solved with the following equation:[

g0 g1 0
g1 g0 2g1
0 4g1 4g0

][
am0
am1
am2

]
−

[
B
0
0

]
= 0 (25)

Therefore, the (2q)th moment can be derived from (2q−1)th mo-
ment in a recursive way as follows:[

g0 g1 0
g1 g0 2g1
0 2g1 2g0

][
a0
a1
a2

]
+

[
c0 c1 0
c1 c0 2c1
0 2c1 2c0

][
b0
b1
b2

]
= 0

(26)
where, [am0,am1,am2], [a0,a1,a2], and [b0,b1,b2] are coefficients
with respect to the Hermite polynomial basis.

4.3.2 Multiple Random Variables
Let’s consider n random variables. In this case, we only use first or-
der Hermite expansion. This is also a valid assumption practically
as first-order Hermite polynomial leads directly to Gaussian distri-
butions. Many interconnect timing performances can be assumed
to be Gaussian given a Gaussian variations on the RLC elements [1,
4]. The variational G and C matrices now become

G = g0 +
n

∑
i=1

giξi ; C = c0 +
n

∑
i=1

ciξi

For n random variables, the basis of Hermite polynomials with one
order is known as [1,ξ1,ξ2, ...,ξn]. Thus,

m0 = am0 +
n

∑
i=1

amiξi ; m2q = a0 +
n

∑
i=1

aiξi ; m2q−1 = b0 +
n

∑
i=1

biξi

where, [am0,am1, ...,amn], [a0,a1, ...,an], and [b0,b1, ...,bn] are co-
efficients with respect to the Hermite polynomial basis. Applying

the principals of orthogonality and equalities of Gaussian distribu-
tions, the zero moment can be computed with the following equa-
tion:⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

g0 g1 g2 . . . gi . . . gn
g1 g0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
g2 0 g0 . . . 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

gi 0 0 . . . g0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

gn 0 0 . . . . . . . . . g0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

am0
am1
am2

...
ami

...
amn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
−

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

B
0
0
...
0
...
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= 0

(27)

Once the zero moment is computed, the (2q)th moment can be eval-
uated from (2q−1)th moment recursively with the following equa-
tion: ⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

g0 g1 g2 . . . gi . . . gn
g1 g0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
g2 0 g0 . . . 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

gi 0 0 . . . g0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

gn 0 0 . . . . . . . . . g0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a0
a1
a2
...
ai
...

an

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

+

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

c0 c1 c2 . . . ci . . . cn
c1 c0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
c2 0 c0 . . . 0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

ci 0 0 . . . c0 . . . 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

cn 0 0 . . . . . . . . . c0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

b0
b1
b2
...
bi
...

bn

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= 0 (28)

Once the moments and their variations are computed by statistical
spectrum method, we proceed to compute the variational models
via sampling based Monte Carlo methods by using modified Krylov
subspace projection methods, as mentioned in the earlier part of this
section.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section describes the simulation results of circuits with varia-
tions in G and C in linear dynamic systems. The proposed method
has been implemented in Matlab and partially in Perl. All the ex-
perimental results are carried out in Linux system with dual Xeon
CPU’s with 3.06 GHz and 1 GB of memory.

We first start with one variation with given standard variation, which
affects both G and C in linear system. For pure Monte Carlo based
model order reduction method, we perform the modified Krylov
subspace method on the variational G and C matrices. Specifically,
for each sampled linear dynamic circuit, we first find the first qth
order moments, q = 10, of the system in our experiment in a re-
cursive way. Once the moments are solved, the next step is to find
the corresponding reduced circuit matrices, Ĝ, Ĉ and B̂. Finally,
we find the pole and residues by eigen-decomposition. At least five
poles are evaluated in our experiments.

In the SSMOR method, we compute variational moments by us-
ing the statistical spectrum method. After variational moments are
computed, we switch to Monte Carlo to compute the variational
poles and residues. To compute the poles and residues, we use
two approaches: one is the explicit moment matching method like
AWE, and the other is modified Krylov subspace projection based
method.

We select a small RLC network with about 33 nodes and some vari-
ational current sources to test the proposed method. The small size
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of the circuit allows Mente Carlo simulations to finish within rea-
sonable time. The variance for the R and C is about 0.005. The
variances for current sources are set to 0.01. We tested larger cir-
cuits in Table 2 to study the scalability of the proposed method over
the pure Monte Carlo method.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison between SSMOR approach and Monte
Carlo simulation with one random variable in terms of pole varia-
tions. Given the same circuit for both methods, the experiment is
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Figure 2: Comparison of poles between SSMOR and Monte
Carlo methods (one random variable).

repeated for 2000 times in Monte Carlo method, such that there are
2000 sets of moments for each method. The number of samples is
sufficient to guarantee a 99% confidence level with 1% to 2% in-
accuracy. The values of poles are derived from those 2000 sets of
moments using the SSMOR method, the pure Monte Carlo MOR
method. The values of poles are shown in x-axis with five pole in-
dices shown in y-axis. We can see that the SSMOR method agrees
pretty well with the pure Monte Carlo MOR method using Krylov
subspace methods.

We also report the computed pole variations by using explicit mo-
ment matching methods like AWE. One observation is that the re-
sulting pole variations have large discrepancy with the projection-
based method as shown in Fig. 3 even for one random variable.
This further confirms that explicit moment matching methods are
very sensitive to numerical noises and are not suitable for varia-
tional modeling and analysis. The pole values derived by AWE
algorithm in the figure may show positive values in real parts of the
pole values (complex numbers) due to variational changes. How-
ever, all the poles are negative numbers, thus the system is stable,
by using our SSMOR method.
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Figure 3: Comparison of poles between projection-based and
AWE method (one random variable) in SSMOR.

Similarly, we compare the pole variations between the new SS-
MOR method and the pure Monte Carlo MOR method for two
random variables. Two random variables are assumed to be un-

correlated and affect both G and C at the same time in the sys-
tem. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The real part of pole values
are shown in x-axis for five poles. Again, the result from SSMOR
method matches well with the pure Monte Carlo method. We also
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Figure 4: Comparison of poles between SSMOR and Monte
Carlo methods (two random variables)

.

gives results by using AWE compared with projection based MOR
in SSMOR method in Fig. 5. Again, the pole variations in AWE are
significantly different from the projection-based method. Finally,
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Figure 5: Comparison of poles between projection-based and
AWE method (two random variables) in SSMOR.

we use the reduced variational models to compute the transient
responses with deterministic and variational power source inputs.
The variational inputs are piecewise linear current sources.

Given a deterministic piecewise linear input, the comparison be-
tween SSMOR and the Monte Carlo MOR method with 2000 sam-
plings is shown in Fig. 6. For the variational models, we use recur-
sive convolution method to compute the transient responses after
variational poles and residues are computed. The two waveforms
are very similar.

In the case of variational stimulus, the comparison between SS-
MOR method and Monte Carlo MOR method is shown in Fig. 7.
As it can be shown in both figures, the responses from our SSMOR
method are almost identical to the ones using Monte Carlo method.

To measure the error of SSMOR method against Monte Carlo method,
we measure the transient waveforms at three different time instances
at a selected node as shown in the first column of Table 1. The Ta-
ble 1 shows the percentage of errors for the three time instances
over 2000 samples. It can be seen that the transient errors between
two methods are less than 1% for both means and variances.
In consideration of the runtime speed between SSMOR and Monte
Carlo MOR, the result of the speedup is shown in Table 2. Please
note that the measurement of the speedup is based on the algorithms
for SSMOR and Monte Carlo MOR. The benchmark includes the
computation of poles and residues. However, it does not include
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Figure 6: Comparison of PWL response between SSMOR re-
duced model and Monte Carlo method with deterministic stim-
ulus (two random variables).
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Figure 7: Comparison of PWL response between SSMOR re-
duced model and Monte Carlo method with stochastic stimulus
(two random variables).

the time for transient analysis. The SSMOR shows about 100X
of speedup over pure Monte Carlo depending upon the size of the
circuits.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a new statistical model order reduction tech-
nique, named SSMOR, that is suitable for considering both intra-
die and inter-die process variations. The SSMOR generates order
reduced variational models from the original variational circuits.
The reduced model can be used for fast statistical performance
analysis of interconnect circuits with variational power sources.
The SSMOR method combines the statistical spectrum analysis
method, Monte Carlo sampling method, and modified Krylov sub-
space model order reduction technique, to generate the statistical
reduced models. Experimental results show that explicit moment
matching is not suitable for variational analysis and Krylov sub-
space projection method is more reliable. The proposed SSMOR
method can deliver about 100X speedup over the pure Monte Carlo
projection-based reduction method with less than 1% of errors in
statistical transient analysis.
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